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New Edition—Revised & Updated!

Treating Alcohol and Drug Problems
in Psychotherapy Practice, SECOND EDITION
Doing What Works
Arnold M. Washton, PhD and Joan E. Zweben, PhD

P

roviding a framework for treating substance use disorders (SUDs) in office-based psychotherapy,
the second edition of this trusted work has been updated throughout and features two entirely
new chapters. The authors show how clinicians from any background can leverage the therapeutic
skills they already have to address clients’ alcohol and drug problems competently and effectively.
Vivid case examples demonstrate ways to engage clients at different stages of change; set collaborative treatment goals; address SUDs concurrently with other psychological problems; and interweave
motivational, cognitive-behavioral, and other interventions, tailored to each individual’s needs.
Reproducible forms and handouts can be downloaded and printed in a convenient 81⁄2" x 11" size.
Includes Reproducible Forms & Handouts

NEW TO T HI S E D I T I O N
s Chapter on evidence-based principles

and interventions.
s Chapter on moderation-focused
alcohol treatment.
s Revised throughout with current data,
clinical techniques, and examples.

s Reflects over 15 years of important changes

in the field—increased demand for integrated
treatment, the ongoing opioid crisis, the
growth of harm reduction and medicationassisted treatments, and more.

CRITI CA L ACC L A IM

“The second edition takes what was already a pragmatic clinical text and offers key updates related to
client-centered care, harm reduction, and evidence-based adjunctive pharmacotherapies. This is a
book written by therapists for therapists. It provides the perfect combination of clinical wisdom and
science-based recommendations.”
—Molly Magill, LICSW, PhD
“As a trainer of mental health practitioners, I highly recommend this book. Washton and Zweben offer
a foundational approach to individualized treatment that is engaging and humane and that meets
people ‘where they are’ with non-stigmatizing language and a harm reduction mindset. Readers will
understand how office-based treatments are an effective and accessible piece of the substance use
disorder treatment continuum. For the novice or seasoned clinician, this book offers a menu of
options for integrative care that will immediately inform clinical work with complex, co-occurring
challenges, particularly those associated with the opioid epidemic.”
—Mark S. Woodford, PhD
CONTENTS
I. Basic Issues and Perspectives
1. Why Treat Alcohol and Drug Problems in
Psychotherapy Practice?
2. Clinical Course, Definition, and Diagnosis
of Substance Use Disorders
3. Pharmacology of Psychoactive Substances
4. Addressing Concurrent Psychiatric and
Substance Use Disorders
5. Ingredients of the Integrated Approach:
Doing What Works
6. The Place of Evidence-Based Principles
and Interventions
7. The Role of Medication

II. Clinical Strategies and Techniques
8. Clinical Assessment
9. Treatment Planning:
Meeting Patients Where They Are
10. Abstinence Strategies
11. Maintaining Positive Gains
12. Moderation and Harm Reduction Strategies
for Alcohol Problems
13. Psychotherapy in Ongoing and
Later Stage Recovery
14. Facilitating Participation in Mutual-Help
Programs
Appendices: New Patient Questionnaire • 10 Tips
for Cutting Down on Your Drinking • Inventory of
“Triggers” for Alcohol and Drug Use • Preparing to
Go Off Antabuse

Order at www.guilford.com with promotional code FFPS2
Or Order: Toll-Free: (800) 365-7006 • Email: orders@guilford.com

December 28, 2022
6" x 9" Paperback, 290 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5086-9, $39.00
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-5092-0, $89.00
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Arnold M. Washton, PhD,
is a psychologist in private
practice in New York and
New Jersey, specializing in
the treatment of substance
use and other behavioral
health problems since 1975.
Dr. Washton has served as Clinical Professor
of Psychiatry at New York University School
of Medicine, as director of several nationally
recognized addiction treatment and
research programs, and as consultant
to professional sports teams, government
agencies, media organizations, and major
corporations.
Joan E. Zweben, PhD, is an
addiction psychologist who
began treating co-occurring
psychiatric and addictive
disorders, and training
treatment practitioners,
in the 1970s. She has a
broad-based background in mental health,
alcoholism, and drug dependence, and
has experience with both residential and
outpatient modalities. Dr. Zweben has a
long-standing commitment to building
treatment resources through networking
activities, and to addressing stigma in its
many forms.

20% OFF +
FREE SHIPPING!
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20% Off + Free Shipping
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s New Edition of a Bestseller—A Major Revision!

Motivational Interviewing in Health Care

SECOND EDITION
Helping Patients Change Behavior
Stephen Rollnick, PhD, William R. Miller, PhD,
and Christopher C. Butler, MD

125,000
In Print

N
2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 216 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5037-1, $35.00
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-5038-8, $85.00
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Stephen Rollnick, PhD, is
Honorary Distinguished
Professor in the School
of Medicine at Cardiff
University, Wales, United
Kingdom. He is a cofounder
of MI, and helped to
create the Motivational Interviewing
Network of Trainers.

ow in a significantly revised second edition, this concise work is an ideal recommendation for
physicians, nurses, and other health care professionals, and a valuable resource for mental health
clinicians who practice or provide training in medical settings. The book explains ways that motivational interviewing (MI) techniques can transform conversations about managing chronic and acute
conditions and making healthier choices. It includes vivid sample dialogues, tips, and scripts. Readers
learn how even the briefest clinical interaction can serve to build trust, clarify patients’ goals as well as
reasons for ambivalence, and guide them to take positive steps in such areas as medication adherence,
smoking, diet, and preventive care.
N E W TO T H IS EDIT IO N

s Restructured around the current four-process

s Incorporates lessons learned from the authors’
model of MI (engaging, focusing, evoking,
ongoing clinical practice and practitioner
and planning).
training workshops.
s Chapters on advice-giving, brief consultations, s Additional practical features—extended case
merging MI with assessment, MI in groups,
examples, “Try This” activities, and boxed
and making telehealth consultations more
reflections from practitioners in a range of
effective.
contexts.

CRI T I CA L ACCL A IM

William R. Miller, PhD,
is Emeritus Distinguished
Professor of Psychology
and Psychiatry at the
University of New Mexico.
Fundamentally interested in
the psychology of change,
he is a cofounder of MI and has focused
particularly on developing and testing more
effective treatments for people with alcohol
and drug problems.

“This book guides us toward a process of care that is more effective for those we serve and more
rewarding for ourselves. The second edition thoroughly updates this classic resource for delivering
value-based care.”
—David Rakel, MD

Christopher C. Butler, MD,
is Professor of Primary Care
at the Nuffield Department
of Primary Care Health
Sciences, University of
Oxford, United Kingdom,
and Professorial Fellow at
Trinity College. He is Clinical Director of the
University of Oxford Primary Care Clinical
Trials Unit, and chairs the Longitude Prize
Advisory Panel.

“Full of helpful tips to help clinicians guide their patients to achieve better health outcomes….
All providers should become familiar with these critical elements of behavior change.”

“In all aspects of health care, we come across clients who could benefit from changing behaviors, and
this book is instrumental as a guide. In the second edition, I especially enjoyed the new chapter on
MI for administrators and managers and the case study on vaccine hesitancy.” —Toby Spiegel, PsyD

—Robert A. Gabbay, MD, PhD

CONTENTS
Prologue
I. Introduction to MI
1. Good Practice
2. MI
II. Skills
3. Asking
4. Listening
5. Affirming
6. Summarizing

p. 22
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III.
7.
8.
9.
10.
IV.
11.
12.

MI in Practice
Connecting with a Person
Finding Direction
Addressing the Why and
How of Change
Heading Into Action
Everyday Challenges
Offering Advice and
Information
MI Briefly

13.
14.
15.
16.

MI and Assessment
MI in Groups
MI Remotely
MI for Administrators
and Managers
V. Inside MI
17. Vaccine Hesitancy
18. MI in Depth
Appendix. A Practitioner’s Guide
to MI Research

Discover the Applications of Motivational Interviewing series
Edited by Stephen Rollnick, William R. Miller, and Theresa B. Moyers
Includes general MI resources as well as books on specific clinical contexts,
problems, and populations. Each volume presents powerful MI strategies that
are grounded in research and illustrated with concrete, how-to-do-it examples.
www.guilford.com/AMI
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New Edition—A Major Revision!

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy in Groups

SECOND EDITION
Peter J. Bieling, PhD, Randi E. McCabe, PhD, and Martin M. Antony, PhD

T

he leading guide to group-based CBT has now been significantly revised with 70% new material,
reflecting over 15 years of research and clinical advances. Too often, CBT training resources
treat groups as simply an extension of individual therapy. Filling an important need, this text helps
practitioners and students build essential skills for leveraging group process to optimize outcomes.
Featuring sample dialogues, clinical pointers, and troubleshooting tips, the book provides practical
answers to group leaders’ most pressing questions. Effective protocols for treating specific disorders are
presented, with a focus on CBT techniques and group process factors unique to each type of group.
NEW TO T HI S E D I T I O N

s Chapters on inpatient groups and

mindfulness-based CBT.

s Fully rewritten chapters on anxiety disorders,

substance use disorders, and psychosis.

s Even more clinician friendly; streamlined

chapters highlight “what to do when.”

s Discussions of timely topics, such as

2022, 61⁄8" x 91⁄4" Paperback, 466 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4984-9, $45.00

conducting virtual groups and the growth
of transdiagnostic approaches.

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4987-0, $95.00

s Chapters on additional disorders:

posttraumatic stress disorder and
borderline personality disorder.

FREE

CRITI CA L ACC L A IM

Free For Adoption
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/bieling

Global Certified Accessible ePub

“Group CBT is similarly effective to individual CBT, but is more cost-effective and allows for more
clients to be treated in a given period of time. Unfortunately, most evidence-based CBT protocols
are developed for individual delivery, with only superficial instructions for how to deliver in groups.
Bieling, McCabe, and Antony offer a much-needed corrective, expertly explaining how to set up and
manage CBT groups for a range of presenting problems and disorders. A ‘must have’ for any
clinician.”
—Peter J. Norton, PhD
“I am very impressed with this book, which is superior to many others in its comprehensiveness,
thoroughness, and use of evaluative data….Clinical examples from actual groups are an essential
feature.”
—Charles D. Garvin, PhD
“The second edition has been revised throughout to include updates from the literature and to achieve
the explicit aim of making the book more user friendly....This state-of-the-art book should be read by
any clinician or student who wants to integrate CBT techniques with group process factors.”

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Peter J. Bieling, PhD, is
Professor in the Department
of Psychiatry and
Behavioural Neurosciences
at McMaster University,
and Clinical Consultant for
the Ontario Structured
Psychotherapy Program at St. Joseph’s
Healthcare Hamilton.
Randi E. McCabe, PhD, is
Professor in the Department
of Psychiatry and
Behavioural Neurosciences
at McMaster University and
Director of the Anxiety
Treatment and Research
Clinic at St. Joseph’s Healthcare Hamilton.
Martin M. Antony, PhD,
is Professor of Psychology
at Toronto Metropolitan
University, and Provincial
Clinical and Training Lead
for the Ontario Structured
Psychotherapy Program.

—Simon A. Rego, PsyD

“A very valuable resource for professionals setting up and running CBT groups for a wide range
of clients, as well as for professionals supervising CBT groups.”
—Cognitive Behavioral Therapy Book Reviews

CONTENTS
I. General Principles and Practice
of CBT Groups
1. Possibilities and Group Dynamics
2. Structure, Process, and Challenges
in CBT Groups
3. Behavioral and Cognitive Strategies
in CBT Groups
4. Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy

Titles marked with this symbol in this brochure
and on our website are available Free For
Adoption Consideration (FFAC). Most other
books are available as examination copies for 60-day
review. If you are teaching a relevant course, go to
www.guilford.com/professors to request your free or
examination copy, browse all FFAC titles, and view
policy details.
FREE

5. Structuring and Delivering Group CBT
in Acute Inpatient Settings,
MacKillop & McCabe
II. CBT Groups for Specific Populations
and Presenting Problems
6. Anxiety Disorders, Malivoire & Antony
7. Obsessive–Compulsive Disorder in Adults
8. Trauma- and Stressor-Related Disorders,
Boyd & McCabe

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
III.
14.

Mood Disorders
Eating Disorders
Substance Use Disorders, Tevyaw & Monti
Borderline Personality Disorder, Uliaszek et al.
Psychosis and Psychotic Disorders, Lecomte
Conclusions
Challenges in Group Therapy

FREE E-BOOKS FOR COURSE ADOPTION CONSIDERATION:
Most FFAC texts in this brochure and on our website are also available
as free e-books. No more waiting for a print copy to arrive in the mail!
FFAC e-books are provided as PDF files that are paginated and formatted
just like the printed book. Simply go to the book’s page at www.guilford.com
and click “download an e-book” if that option is available. You may request
a print desk copy after adopting the book for your course.
Visit www.guilford.com/professors for details.

PROFESSORS:
Request Free
Print or E-book
Copies Today!
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New Edition—A Major Revision!

Military Psychology, THIRD EDITION
Clinical and Operational Applications
Edited by Carrie H. Kennedy, PhD and Eric A. Zillmer, PsyD
“This is an extraordinary resource for early-career military psychologists, psychologists contemplating
a military career, and forensic psychologists conducting evaluations of national security personnel
and military veterans.”
—David M. Corey, PhD
“The third edition of this now-classic work provides a comprehensive, scholarly, and very informative
look at topics including fitness for duty, evidence-based behavioral health, sexual assault, suicide,
personnel selection, and other important domains affecting the military and those who serve….
Highly recommended.”
—Kirk Heilbrun, PhD
2022, 6" x 9" Hardcover, 460 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4992-4, $65.00
ABOUT THE EDITORS
Carrie H. Kennedy, PhD,
ABPP, is a Captain in the
Medical Service Corps of
the U.S. Navy and Assistant
Professor of Psychiatry and
Neurobehavioral Sciences
at the University of Virginia.
Eric A. Zillmer, PsyD, a
clinical psychologist, is the
Carl R. Pacifico Professor of
Neuropsychology at Drexel
University in Philadelphia.

W

ith more than 60% new material reflecting advances in evidence-based treatments and the
evolving roles of military mental health providers, the authoritative resource in the field
is now in a significantly revised third edition. The volume provides research-based roadmaps for
prevention and intervention with service members and veterans in a wide range of settings. Up-to-date
information about military procedures and guidelines is included throughout. Grounded in current
knowledge about stress and resilience, chapters describe best practices in treating such challenges as
depression, anxiety disorders, PTSD, and substance use disorders.

N E W TO T H IS EDIT IO N: s Chapters on new topics: the spectrum of military stress
reactions, concussion management, military sexual assault, embedded/expeditionary psychological
practice, and security clearance evaluations. s Fully rewritten chapters on evidence-based
treatments, behavioral health in primary care, and disaster mental health. s Incorporates major
shifts in how and where military mental health services are delivered.

CONTENTS
		List of Cases
1. A History of Military Psychology
2. Military Fitness-for-Duty Evaluations
3. Military Stress Reactions
4. Evidence-Based Treatments of Common
Psychological Health Disorders in the Military
5. Behavioral Health Services within
Primary-Care Clinics
6. Managing Military-Specific Concussion
for the General Practitioner

7. Substance Use Disorder Services and
Gambling Treatment in the Military
8. Military Sexual Assault
9. Suicide Prevention and the
Military Psychologist
10. Embedded and Expeditionary Mental Health
Practice in the Military
11. Military Applications of Disaster
Mental Health
12. Introduction to Operational Psychology

13. Assessment and Selection of High-Risk
Operational Personnel
14. Security Clearance Evaluations
15. Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and
Escape Training
16. Crisis Negotiations in a Military Context
17. Ethical Dilemmas in Clinical, Operational,
Expeditionary, and Combat Environments
Contributor Details: www.guilford.com/p/kennedy2

Military Stress Reactions
Rethinking Trauma and PTSD
Carrie H. Kennedy, PhD

“Few people have the boots-on-the-ground clinical, operational, and deployment-related background
and experience to produce such an impressive work….I highly recommend this book.”
—Alan L. Peterson, PhD

Many people—including some mental health professionals and service members themselves—
have the misconception that military deployment is highly likely to cause PTSD. This book gives
practitioners a more nuanced understanding of military stress reactions and related mental health
concerns, from transient adjustment problems to clinical disorders.
2020, 6" x 9" Hardcover, 288 Pages, ISBN 978-1-4625-4294-9, $42.00
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Mental health professionals working with service members, veterans,
and their families: Visit www.guilford.com/VA to see book recommendations
specifically addressing the needs of this population.
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s New Edition of a Bestselling Clinical Guide and Text—A Major Revision!

Clinical Handbook of Couple Therapy

90,000
In Print

SIXTH EDITION
Edited by Jay L. Lebow, PhD and Douglas K. Snyder, PhD

N

ow in a significantly revised sixth edition with 70% new material, this comprehensive handbook has introduced tens of thousands of practitioners and students to the leading forms of
couple therapy practiced today. Prominent experts present effective ways to reduce couple distress,
improve overall relationship satisfaction, and address specific relational or individual problems.
Chapters on major approaches follow a consistent format to help readers easily grasp each model’s
history, theoretical underpinnings, evidence base, and clinical techniques. Chapters on applications
provide practical guidance for working with particular populations (such as stepfamily couples and
LGBT couples) and clinical problems (such as intimate partner violence, infidelity, and various
psychological disorders). Instructive case examples are woven throughout.
NEW TO T HI S E D I T I O N: s Chapters on additional clinical approaches: acceptance and

commitment therapy, mentalization-based therapy, intergenerational therapy, socioculturally
attuned therapy, and the therapeutic palette approach. s Chapters on sexuality, adult couples,
queer couples, and parents of youth with disruptive behavior problems. s Chapters on assessment
and common factors in couple therapy. s Chapters on cutting-edge special topics: relationship
enhancement, telehealth interventions, and ethical issues in couple therapy.

October 21, 2022
7" x 10" Hardcover, 728 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5012-8, $110.00

FREE

Free For Adoption
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/lebow

ABOUT THE EDITORS
Jay L. Lebow, PhD,
is Clinical Professor of
Psychology at Northwestern
University and Senior
Scholar at The Family
Institute at Northwestern
University.

CRITI CA L ACC L A IM

“The sixth edition of this classic handbook is a feast for every practitioner and student of couple
therapy. It demonstrates the growing depth and the extraordinary range of the field. The chapter
authors are the top people in their specialties, and the editors pull it all together with wisdom and
perspective. This will be my go-to source for contemporary developments in couple therapy.”
—William J. Doherty, PhD

“For decades, this handbook has been the authoritative reference on clinical work with couples,
and the sixth edition follows in this tradition by providing the most current, comprehensive
knowledge....In addition to traditional approaches and evidence-based models, it is good to
see discussion of innovative integrative approaches.”
—Adrian Blow, PhD, LMFT

Douglas K. Snyder, PhD, is
Professor of Psychological
and Brain Sciences at Texas
A&M University, where he
also served as Director of
Clinical Training for 20
years.

“The book is exactly what therapists interested in couple therapy should read as they embark on a
career in the field.”
—Journal of Marital and Family Therapy
CONTENTS
I. Overview and Guiding Principles
1. Couple Therapy (CT) in the 21st Century,
Lebow & Snyder
2. Couple Assessment,
Snyder & Balderrama-Durbin
II. Models of Couple Therapy
		Behavioral Approaches
3. Cognitive-Behavioral CT, Baucom et al.
4. Integrative Behavioral CT, Christensen et al.
5. Acceptance and Commitment Therapy for
Couples, Lawrence et al.
		Emotion-Centered, Psychodynamic,
and Multigenerational Approaches
6. Emotionally Focused CT, Johnson et al.
7. Object Relations CT, Siegel
8. Mentalization-Based CT, Bleiberg et al.
9. Intergenerational Factors in CT, Fishbane

		Poststructural Approaches
10. Narrative CT, Freedman & Combs
11. Solution-Focused CT, Franklin et al.
12. Socioculturally Attuned CT,
Knudson-Martin & Kim
		Integrative Approaches
13. Common Factors in CT, Davis
1 4. Integrative Systemic Therapy for Couples,
Breunlin et al.
15. Therapeutic Palette Integrative CT, Fraenkel
16. Gottman Method CT,
J. M. Gottman & J. S. Gottman
III. Applications of Couple Therapy
		Specific Relational Issues and Populations
17. CT for Partner Aggression, Epstein et al.
18. CT for Infidelity, Gordon et al.
19. CT and Sexuality, Hall & Watter
20. Therapy with Older Adult Couples, Knight

RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS VIA EMAIL
Plus Book News, Downloadable Sample Chapters, Free Journal Articles, and More
www.guilford.com/e-alerts

21. Divorce Issues in CT, Lebow
22. Therapy with Stepfamily Couples, Papernow
23. Therapy with Queer Couples, Coolhart
		Couple-Based Therapy for Individual Problems
24. CT for PTSD, Monson & Fredman
25. CT for Alcohol Problems, McCrady et al.
26. CT for Depression or Anxiety, Whisman et al.
27. CT with Parents of Youth with ADHD
or Disruptive Behavior Disorders, Wymbs et al.
28. CT and Medical Issues, Ruddy & McDaniel
		Special Topics
29. Relationship Enhancement and Distress
Prevention, Carlson et al.
30. Telehealth and Digital Couple
Interventions, Doss et al.
31. Ethical Issues in CT, Margolin et al.
Contributor Details: www.guilford.com/p/lebow
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& SAVE!
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s New—Instant Bestseller

Treating Trauma in Dialectical Behavior Therapy
The DBT Prolonged Exposure Protocol (DBT PE)
Melanie S. Harned, PhD

M

any DBT clients suffer from PTSD, but until now the field has lacked a formal, tested protocol
for exactly when and how to treat trauma within DBT. Combining the power of two leading
evidence-based therapies—and designed to meet the needs of high-risk, severely impaired clients—
this groundbreaking manual integrates DBT with an adapted version of prolonged exposure (PE)
therapy for PTSD. Melanie S. Harned shows how to implement the DBT PE protocol with DBT
clients who have achieved the safety and stability needed to engage in trauma-focused treatment. In
a convenient large-size format, the book includes session-by-session guidelines, rich case examples,
clinical tips, and 35 reproducible handouts and forms that can be downloaded and printed for
repeated use.

Large, Easy-toReproduce Format +
Downloadable Materials

CRI T I CA L ACCL A IM

“On rare occasions, a work comes along that expands our basic assumptions, elevates our practice,
improves client outcomes, and advances the field substantively. Harned’s DBT PE manual is just
that work….Brilliant.”
—Jill H. Rathus, PhD

2022, 8" x 101⁄2" Paperback, 444 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4912-2, $45.00
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4913-9, $95.00


“Harned has done a masterful job integrating DBT with PE and has conducted a body of research
providing strong empirical support for this PTSD treatment.”
—Elizabeth A. Hembree, PhD

 Global Certified Accessible ePub

“This manual is an excellent fit for any setting where providers and clinical students in training are
working to build on the foundations of DBT and/or PE to work effectively with highly comorbid
and distressed patients.”
—Sheila A. M. Rauch, PhD

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Melanie S. Harned, PhD,
ABPP, is Coordinator of the
DBT Program at the VA
Puget Sound Health Care
System and Associate
Professor in the Department
of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Science and Adjunct Associate Professor in
the Department of Psychology at the
University of Washington.

CONTENTS
I.
1.
2.
II.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
III.
8.
9.
10.

Background
The Development and Foundations of DBT PE
The Target Population
Stabilization and Preparation
Setting the Stage for DBT PE in Pretreatment
Achieving Safety, Stability, and Skills in Stage 1
Building Motivation for DBT PE
Determining Readiness for DBT PE
Preparing to Start DBT PE
The DBT PE Protocol
Session 1
Session 2
Joint and Family Sessions

11. Session 3
12. Intermediate Sessions (Sessions 4+)
13. The Final Session
IV. Troubleshooting and Tailoring Treatment
14. Troubleshooting Problems
15. Targeting Specific Trauma-Related Emotions
16. Working with Different Trauma Types
17. Treating Diverse Populations
V. Next Steps
18. Stage 3 and Beyond
Appendices: DBT PE Client Handouts
• Therapist Forms • Session Checklists
• Measures

DBT PE Handout 20

DBT PE Handout 8

Troubleshooting Problems during DBT PE

Exposure Recording Form

Follow these six troubleshooting steps if progress is slow or limited during DBT PE.

Name:

Date:

Time started:

Includes
35 reproducible
handouts and
forms!

1

Address Barriers
Are you doing enough exposure?

No

Identify and problem-solve
barriers to doing exposure.

Exposure type (circle one): Imaginal / In vivo

Yes

Are you experiencing effective
levels of emotion during exposure?

No

Optimize
Engagement
Increase or decrease
emotional intensity.

3

Disconfirm Beliefs
Is enough corrective information
present?

No

Maximize the corrective
information available
during and after exposure.

After

Before

After

Y or N

3.

SUDS, Urges, and Dissociation
SUDS
(0–100)

Enhance Learning
Are you processing and retaining
corrective information?

Before

1.

Yes

4

How likely is it that
How bad would
this will happen?
it be if this
Did this
(0–100)
happened? (0–100) happen?

What is the worst that could happen in this
situation?
(Be as specific as possible.)

2.

Yes

6

Location (circle one): In session / Homework

Probability and Cost Estimates

2

PREVIEW

Time stopped:

Situation practiced:

No

Increase attention,
consolidate and rehearse
new learning.

Yes

Urge to kill
myself
(0–5)

Urge to selfharm
(0–5)

Urge to quit
therapy
(0–5)

Urge to use
substances
(0–5)

Dissociation
(0–100)

Before
Peak
After
Specific Emotions and Radical Acceptance

Radical
PREVIEW ALL GUILFORD BOOKS ONLINE • Visit www.guilford.com/google
where
you
canacceptance
search
Fear
Guilt
Shame
Disgust
Anger
Sadness
Joy
Increase Flexibility

(0–100)
(0–100)
(0–100)
No
flexible, dialectical,
and
5
beliefs?or within a single book,
across
allproblematic
books,
to find
a keyword, excerpt,
or
author.
mindful thinking.
Are you willing and able to change

Address threats; practice

(0–100)

Before

Yes

After
What did you learn during this exposure task?

(0–100)

(0–100)

(0–100)

(0–100)

20% Off + Free Shipping

Promotional Code FFPS2

New—Ideal for Parent Recommendation

Has Your Child Been Traumatized?
How to Know and What to Do to Promote Healing and Recovery
Melissa Goldberg Mintz, PsyD
Foreword by Jon G. Allen, PhD

“In this era of exposure to violence of all types, this book represents a critical step forward in
equipping parents to recognize the signs and symptoms of trauma. It also guides parents to develop
a step-by-step approach for helping their child recover. A welcome, important contribution.”
—Terence M. Keane, PhD

“Goldberg Mintz uses her years of training, experience, and clinical wisdom to teach parents how to
support their child's healing process. Her concrete examples and recommendations provide readers
with skills they can use right away. This is a book that will soon have many dog-eared pages, and one
that I will recommend to clients and colleagues alike!”
—Jennifer B. Hughes, PhD

T

his important guide provides vital guidance for parents struggling to help a child or teen heal from
a traumatic experience. Psychologist Melissa Goldberg Mintz explains what trauma looks like at
different ages and why kids exposed to the same event may react very differently. Readers learn skills
and strategies for recognizing trauma triggers and solving common problems on the path to recovery,
such as emotional volatility, withdrawal and avoidance, and acting out. Sensitive examples illustrate
the importance of strong, warm parenting as a key to getting development back on track. The book
also offers specific advice on when and how to seek professional help.

2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 222 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4749-4, $14.95
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-5051-7, $55.00
Global Certified Accessible ePub

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

CONTENTS
		Foreword, Allen
III. Responding to Behavioral Changes
		Introduction
6. What to Do When Your Child Becomes
More Emotional and Less Mature
I. Understanding Trauma
7. How to Respond to Minor Misbehavior
1. What Is Trauma?
8. Handling Withdrawal and Avoidance
2. Has Your Child Been Traumatized?
9. Dealing with Major Misbehavior
3. You Are the Key to Helping Your Child Heal
10. Responding to Self-Harm and
II. Knowing What to Expect
Impulsive Behaviors
4. Understanding Changes in Your Child’s Behavior
5. Recognizing and Responding to Trauma Triggers IV. Parenting Plus
11. Seeking Professional Help
12. Looking Ahead

Melissa Goldberg Mintz,
PsyD, is a clinical psychologist in private practice in
Houston, Texas, and Clinical
Assistant Professor at Baylor
College of Medicine.

New

Mindfulness and Meditation in Trauma Treatment
The Inner Resources for Stress Program
Lynn C. Waelde, PhD, Palo Alto University

“[A] superb book….Free from jargon, the book clearly explains the evidence base and psychological
processes that make mindfulness and related practices such as meditation and mantra so valuable
to trauma treatment, recovery, and resilience….Highly recommended for clinical practitioners,
instructors, researchers, and students.”
—Doug Oman, PhD
This complete therapist guide presents an evidence-based group program developed over two decades
to support resilience and recovery in people who have experienced trauma. Inner Resources for Stress
(IR) weaves mindfulness, mantra repetition, and other meditative practices into nine structured
yet flexible sessions. IR is a developmentally informed, culturally responsive approach grounded in
cognitive-behavioral conceptualizations of trauma. In a convenient large-size format, the book
includes assessment guidelines, session agendas, scripts for meditation practices, and a reproducible
session-by-session Participant Guide for clients.

COMPANION
WEBSITE

Large, Easy-to-Reproduce
Format + Downloadable
Materials & Audio

2022, 8" x 101⁄2" Paperback, 272 Pages, ISBN 978-1-4625-4812-5, $35.00

Add the E-book for

10% of the Print List Price!

How could this deal get even better? Guilford.com e-books are
DRM-free and you get all available e-book formats with your purchase.

Only at www.guilford.com • See page 23 for details.

Print +
E-book
Savings!
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20% Off + Free Shipping
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New

Handbook of Expressive Arts Therapy
Edited by Cathy A. Malchiodi, PhD

T

his authoritative and comprehensive volume explains how to integrate movement, sound, art,
play, imagery, drama, and other multisensory practices into psychotherapy. Cathy A. Malchiodi
and other leading experts demonstrate ways to combine a wide range of expressive approaches to help
clients explore feelings and thoughts that are often difficult to access verbally. Rich case examples
illustrate what these modalities look like in action, providing readers with strategies they can readily
apply in work with individuals of all ages. The book interweaves theory and research with practical
recommendations for implementing expressive arts therapy to enhance communication and to support regulation, attachment, trauma recovery, and sensory integration.

CRI T I CA L ACCL A IM
November 30, 2022
7" x 10" Paperback, 334 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5052-4, $40.00
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-5053-1, $90.00
ABOUT THE EDITOR
Cathy A. Malchiodi, PhD,
ATR-BC, LPCC, LPAT, REAT,
is a psychologist, expressive
arts therapist, and art therapist specializing in trauma
recovery. She is the founder
and executive director of
the Trauma-Informed Practices and
Expressive Arts Therapy Institute.

“Malchiodi and colleagues elegantly describe how expressive arts therapy can facilitate healing
of brain, mind, and body, by fostering social connection, emotion regulation, rhythm, and play.
These approaches have been used for centuries and have the ability to aid in healing traumatized
individuals and communities. A ‘must read’!”
—Ruth A. Lanius, MD, PhD
“A comprehensive guide to understanding the breadth and depth of expressive arts as a mental health
intervention. Malchiodi has brought together a team of experts who lead the reader through the
rationale for expressive arts therapy from multiple theoretical frameworks and applied to multiple
populations. Contributors give particular attention to current issues related to interpersonal
neurobiology, social justice, and trauma. The clinical illustrations bring the interventions to life
and help readers fully appreciate the difference that expressive arts therapy can make for clients.”
—Dee C. Ray, PhD

“Chapters by premier practitioners consistently emphasize how the expressive arts are strengths
based, action oriented, and attentive to the mind and body. The book is filled with real-world
implementation strategies, best-practice principles, case examples, and important consideration
of individual, group, and family contexts.”
—Raphael Travis Jr., LCSW, DrPH
CONTENTS
I. Foundations of Expressive Arts Therapy
1. What is Expressive Arts Therapy?,
Cathy A. Malchiodi
2. Frameworks for Expressive Arts Therapy,
Cathy A. Malchiodi
3. Attunement in Expressive Arts: Attachment,
Rhythm, Resonance, and Embodied Empathy,
Mitchell Kossak
4. Bridging Arts and Science in Expressive
Arts Therapy, Patricia Leavy
II. Core Practices and Methodology
5. The Integrative Process of Expressive
Arts Therapy, Karen Estrella
6. Person-Centered Expressive Arts Therapy,
Sue Ann Herron
7. Focusing-Oriented Expressive Arts Therapy,
Laury Rappaport
8. Trauma-Informed Expressive Arts Therapy,
Cathy A. Malchiodi
9. Playing through an Expressive Lens,
Renee Turner
10. Narrative Expressive Arts Therapy,
Shoshana Simons

20% OFF +
8

FREE SHIPPING!

11. Expressive Arts Therapy and Mindfulness,
Karin von Daler
III. Integrating the Expressive Arts in Therapy
12. Sandtray and Expressive Arts in Child
Psychotherapy: Using Play as a Neural Exercise,
Theresa Kestly
13. Bilateral Body Mapping with Guided Drawing,
Cornelia Elbrecht
14. Meeting the Moment: Music Therapy as Part of
Arts-Focused Hospice Care, Laura E. Beer
15. Polyvagal Dance/Movement Therapy: Dance
and Music on the Creative Continuum with
Survivors of Trauma, Amber Elizabeth L. Gray
16. The Dancing Mindfulness Approach to
Expressive Arts Therapy: Trauma-Focused
Solutions for Group and Individual Settings,
Jamie Marich
17. Integrative Drama Therapy in the Treatment of
Trauma: Matching Aesthetic Properties
to Patient Needs, Craig Haen
18. Integrating Creative Writing and Expressive Arts,
Suzan Lemont
Contributor Details: www.guilford.com/p/malchiodi9

Order at www.guilford.com with promotional code FFPS2
Or Order: Toll-Free: (800) 365-7006 • Email: orders@guilford.com

20% Off + Free Shipping

Promotional Code FFPS2

New

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy of Addictive Disorders
Bruce S. Liese, PhD, ABPP, University of Kansas
Aaron T. Beck, MD, founder of Cognitive Therapy
“Liese and Beck have done a superb job of describing the theory, scientific foundations, and applications of CBT for addictive disorders, while simultaneously demonstrating how their approach fits
into the larger continuum of care....Whether students, clinical novices, or seasoned professionals,
readers will find their own thinking and behavior changed as they become empowered to provide
more efficient, effective treatment.”
—John F. Kelly, PhD
“This timely successor to the classic book on CBT for addictive disorders is replete with proven
practices, case reports, and innovative supplemental interventions. This is a practical, useful
guidebook.”
—Donald Meichenbaum, PhD

G

rounded in decades of CBT research and clinical practice, as well as cutting-edge cognitive science,
this book provides critical tools for understanding and treating the full range of addictive behaviors.
Bruce S. Liese and Aaron T. Beck explain how to systematically develop case conceptualizations and
support clients in achieving their recovery goals. The authors use vivid case examples to illustrate CBT
techniques, structure, psychoeducation, motivational interviewing, group treatment, relapse prevention, and other effective therapeutic components. Several reproducible forms can be downloaded and
printed in a convenient 81⁄2" x 11" size. Reflecting nearly 30 years of important advances in the field,
this entirely new book replaces the authors’ classic Cognitive Therapy of Substance Abuse.

New

Includes Reproducible Forms

2022, 6" x 9" Hardcover, 292 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4884-2, $40.00

Recovery-Oriented
Cognitive Therapy for Serious
Mental Health Conditions

Working with Spiritual
Struggles in Psychotherapy
From Research to Practice
Kenneth I. Pargament, PhD,

founder of Cognitive Therapy

Paul Grant, PhD,

Case Western Reserve University

Ellen Inverso, PsyD, Beck Institute

University of Pennsylvania

Julie J. Exline, PhD,

—David G. Myers, PhD

COMPANION
WEBSITE

Aaron T. Beck, MD,

Bowling Green State University (Emeritus)

“This book enables professionals to reflect
on their own and others’ spirituality, and
on how to offer guidance in dark times.
A first-rate work that marries scholarship
with clinical and pastoral application.”

Global Certified Accessible ePub

for Cognitive Behavior Therapy

Aaron P. Brinen, PsyD,
2022 • 393 Pages
6 ⁄8" x 91⁄4" Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-4625-2431-0
$45.00
1

Global Certified
Accessible ePub

Does my life have meaning? Does God
care about me? Spiritual trials, doubts, or
conflicts are often intertwined with
mental health concerns, yet many psychotherapists feel ill equipped
to discuss questions of faith. From pioneers in the psychology of
religion and spirituality, this book combines state-of-the-art
research, clinical insights, and vivid case illustrations. It guides
clinicians to understand spiritual struggles as critical crossroads in
life that can lead to brokenness and decline—or to greater wholeness and growth. Clinicians learn sensitive, culturally responsive
ways to assess different types of spiritual struggles and help clients
use them as springboards to change.

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Dimitri Perivoliotis, PhD,

VA San Diego Healthcare System;
University of California, San Diego

“This is the go-to book for all who are
dedicated to serving the people who most
need our help, and recovery-oriented
cognitive therapy (CT-R) will surely soon
become part of the standard of their care.”

2021 • 274 Pages
8" x 101⁄2" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-4519-3
$42.00
Global Certified
Accessible ePub

—Allen Frances, MD

From pioneering developers, this book describes CT-R. This
evidence-based approach empowers people given a serious mental
health diagnosis such as schizophrenia to build a better life.
CT-R provides innovative strategies to help individuals shift from
a “patient” mode to an adaptive mode of living and take positive
steps to pursue valued aspirations.
Large, Easy-to-Reproduce Format
+ Downloadable Materials

FULL-TIME STUDENTS: Visit www.guilford.com/student to sign up for e-mails offering
exclusive student discounts and special offers throughout the year!
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Psychoanalysis and Psychological Science

20% Off + Free Shipping

Elliot Jurist, PhD, Series Editor • www.guilford.com/pps

Promotional Code FFPS2

New

Mentalizing in Psychotherapy
A Guide for Practitioners
Carla Sharp, PhD, University of Houston
Dickon Bevington, MA, MBBS, MRCPsych, Anna Freud National Centre
for Children and Families, London, UK
Foreword by Peter Fonagy, OBE, FMedSci, FBA, FAcSS

“In everyday language, the authors explain the concept of mentalizing, how it develops, and how to
change your clinical practice to enhance mentalizing in your clients and yourself….Abundant
clinical examples and a carefully constructed dictionary of key terms and concepts help transform
academic discourse into clinical reality.”
—Anthony Bateman, MA, FRCPsych

2022, 6" x 9" Hardcover, 218 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4996-2, $35.00

“This essential book is written by leaders in the scientific investigation and real-world implementation of mentalization-based treatment….The book is well contextualized in the current atmosphere
of change toward dimensional understandings of mental illness. It offers needed, practical guidance
about how to reach clients who feel chronically alienated and misunderstood.”
—Lois W. Choi-Kain, MD, MEd

H

ow can therapists help clients reflect more deeply on their own—and other people’s—thoughts
and emotions? How can the therapeutic relationship be leveraged effectively to create change?
This concise book guides therapists of any orientation to incorporate innovative mentalization-based
strategies into assessment and intervention. Complex ideas are clearly explained and illustrated with
extensive session transcripts and vignettes. Ways to help clients struggling with dysregulated emotions
and behavior are highlighted. Compelling topics include the role of mentalization difficulties in
personality disorders, special concerns in working with adolescents, and how clinicians can improve
their own mentalizing capacities.

Treating Pathological
Narcissism with TransferenceFocused Psychotherapy

The Unconscious
Theory, Research, and
Clinical Implications
Joel Weinberger, PhD,

Diana Diamond, PhD,

Adelphi University

City University of New York (Emerita);
Weill Cornell Medical College

Valentina Stoycheva, PhD, Stress and
Trauma Evaluation and Psychological
Services (STEPS), Huntington, NY

Frank E. Yeomans, MD, PhD,

Weill Cornell Medical College;
Columbia University
Barry L. Stern, PhD, Columbia University

Otto F. Kernberg, MD,

Weill Cornell Medical College;
New York Presbyterian Hospital

2021 • 470 Pages
6" x 9" Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-4625-4668-8
$55.00

“Offers a much-needed, comprehensive
understanding of the complex range of
narcissistic personality functioning....An
outstanding guide for psychotherapists.”

—Nancy McWilliams, PhD

—Elsa Ronningstam, PhD

Preeminent authors explore the special challenges of treating
patients—with narcissistic traits or narcissistic personality
disorder—who retreat from reality into narcissistic grandiosity,
thereby compromising their lives and relationships. Assessment
procedures and therapeutic strategies have been adapted from
transference-focused psychotherapy (TFP), a manualized, evidencebased treatment for borderline personality disorder.

FREE
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SHIPPING

“What an accomplishment! Just as the
scientific community approaches
consensus about the ubiquity and power
of unconscious processes, Weinberger
and Stoycheva provide a brilliant,
generous, guided tour of that landscape.”

2021 • 396 Pages
6" x 9" Paperback (2019)
ISBN 978-1-4625-4769-2
$35.00
7 Winner—American
Board and Academy of
Psychoanalysis Book Prize
(Theory)

Weaving together state-of-the-art
research, theory, and clinical insights,
this book provides a new understanding
of the unconscious and its centrality in human functioning.
The authors review heuristics, implicit memory, implicit learning,
attribution theory, implicit motivation, automaticity, affective
versus cognitive salience, embodied cognition, and clinical theories
of unconscious functioning.

www.guilford.com • Everyday free shipping on all pre-paid U.S. online orders.
Canada: Use promotional code FFPS2 to add free shipping to your order (valid through 12/31/2022).

20% Off + Free Shipping

Promotional Code FFPS2

New

New Edition—

New

Revised &
Expanded!

COMPANION
WEBSITE

Neuropsychology
of Depression
Edited by

Shawn M. McClintock, PhD, MSCS,
University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center

Jimmy Choi, PsyD, Hartford Healthcare
Behavioral Network

“A masterpiece….I quite literally could
not put this book down, and will
recommend it to my colleagues and
students as a ‘go-to’ resource when
diagnosing and treating patients with
mood disorders.”
—Kathleen A. Welsh-Bohmer, PhD

This unique volume focuses on neurocognitive aspects of depression and their
implications for assessment, evaluation,
clinical management, and research.
Experts in the field explore the impact
of depression on executive function,
learning and memory, working memory,
and other critical capacities, and present
cutting-edge assessment tools. The
neurocognitive effects of antidepressant
treatments are reviewed, from psychotropic medications and evidence-based
psychotherapies to neuromodulation
technologies. Practical aspects of
working with adults across the lifespan
with depression are addressed, including
ways to strengthen treatment engagement and to incorporate cultural
considerations.
2022, 7" x 10" Hardcover, 464 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4927-6, $75.00

Behavioral Activation
for Depression

SECOND EDITION
A Clinician’s Guide
Christopher R. Martell, PhD, ABPP,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Sona Dimidjian, PhD,

University of Colorado Boulder

Ruth Herman-Dunn, PhD,
University of Washington

“The authors masterfully weave compelling clinical narratives into a crisp
description of ways to interrupt the
low interest, fatigue, and withdrawal
that are inherent in the vicious cycle of
depression….Beginning and experienced
clinicians alike will improve their
evidence-based practice by applying
the knowledge in this book.”
—Robin B. Jarrett, PhD

Noted for its clarity and practical utility,
the definitive guide to behavioral
activation (BA) is now in a revised and
expanded second edition. The authors
are leading experts who enumerate BA
principles and provide guidelines for
assessment and intervention. Clinicians
learn effective procedures for structuring
each session, identifying and scheduling
antidepressant activities, targeting
avoidance and rumination, and
monitoring progress.
Includes Reproducible Materials

2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 241 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4838-5, $35.00
Global Certified Accessible ePub

Imagery in CognitiveBehavioral Therapy
Lusia Stopa, DPhil, University of
Southampton, UK (Emeritus)

Foreword by Judith S. Beck, PhD

“Reading this lovely, practical book will
help practitioners improve their
treatment, even if they are already
proficient in eliciting and responding to
clients’ images....The book is full of
detailed clinical examples that not only
illustrate specific imagery techniques but
also describe how therapists can build
trust and collaboration.”
—from the
Foreword by Judith S. Beck, PhD

Richly illustrated with clinical material,
this book presents specific techniques for
working with multisensory imagery in
CBT. Leading researcher-clinician Lusia
Stopa explores how mental images—
similarly to verbal cognitions—can
trigger distress and drive maladaptive
behavior. She guides the therapist to
assess imagery and help clients to
recognize and explore it. A range of
interventions are described, including
imaginal exposure, imaginal reliving,
rescripting, working with self-images,
and using positive imagery to improve
well-being. Extensive sample dialogues
and a chapter-length case example
demonstrate the techniques in action.
2021, 6" x 9" Hardcover, 316 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4728-9, $38.00
0 Watch Lusia Stopa explain why it is so
important to focus on mental images in CBT:
www.guilford.com/StopaVideo

Select Guilford e-books are now Global Certified Accessible™ (GCA), bringing equal access to information for
users with reading barriers. This accreditation currently applies to the ePub format of the specific titles marked
with this symbol in this catalog, which meet WCAG 2.0 AA standards. Going forward, we are transitioning toward
designing all of our e-books with accessibility elements.
Visit www.guilford.com/accessibility for more details and to see all titles.

Global
Certified
Accessible
ePubs
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New Books Ideal for Client Recommendation

New

New

If Only…

On Second Thought

Finding Freedom from Regret
Robert L. Leahy, PhD,

How Ambivalence Shapes Your Life
William R. Miller, PhD,

Weill Cornell Medical College;
American Institute for Cognitive Therapy

“Our culture tells us to idolize those who
live with no regrets, but we might as well
celebrate those who put their fingers in
their ears! We cannot learn from the past
without facing our mistakes. This wise
and well-written book will help therapy
clients and others do exactly that—
without getting tangled up in ‘woulda,
coulda, shoulda.’” —Steven C. Hayes, PhD
This book helps readers get unstuck from
regret and move forward in their lives
with more clarity and confidence.
Renowned cognitive-behavioral therapist
Robert Leahy explains why regret can
make people feel disappointed, ashamed,
and immobilized—but can also be a
powerful tool for self-knowledge and
change. Vivid examples and downloadable practical tools help readers learn
how regret works and how to minimize
it by thinking through decisions
differently. Leahy also teaches vital skills
for coping with—and learning from—
this inevitable human experience.
2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 246 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4782-1, $16.95
Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-4625-4967-2, $57.00

University of New Mexico (Emeritus)

“This is the definitive read on mixed
feelings: why we have them, how to
change them, and when to accept them.
Dr. Miller is a trailblazer in psychology—
he combines a scientist’s expertise with a
therapist’s empathy, and I have no
ambivalence about recommending his
book. His wisdom will stay with you
long after you’ve finished the last page.”
—Adam Grant, PhD

William R. Miller—the codeveloper of
motivational interviewing and one of the
world’s leading experts on the science of
change—is ideally suited to explain the
transformative potential of ambivalence.
Rather than trying to overcome
indecision by force of will, Miller
explores what happens when people
allow opposing arguments from their
“inner committee members” to converse
freely with each other. Filled with
engaging stories, the book shows how
learning to tolerate and even welcome
ambivalence can help people get unstuck
from unwanted habits, clarify their
desires and values, explore the pros and
cons of tough decisions, and open
doorways to change.
2022, 51⁄2" x 81⁄2" Paperback, 192 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4750-0, $14.95
Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-4625-4808-8, $55.00
Global Certified Accessible ePub

New

The Complete Family Guide
to Dementia
Everything You Need to Know to
Help Your Parent and Yourself
Thomas F. Harrison, Cambridge, MA
Brent P. Forester, MD,

McLean Hospital; Mass General Brigham;
Harvard Medical School

“A welcome addition to available books
for family caregivers….Readers get
concrete, useful advice for managing
common concerns, and learn the
importance of ‘working smarter’ to
optimize their loved one’s quality of life.
This volume is sure to be a trusted
guidebook and companion.”
—Susan W. Lehmann, MD

Providing needed advice with clarity and
compassion, this book explains the
basics of dementia and offers effective
strategies for coping with the medical,
emotional, and financial toll of a parent’s
illness. Concise chapters with titles like
“Taking Care of Yourself Is Not an
Afterthought” and “When Is It Okay to
Lie to Your Parent?” enable readers to
dip in anytime for information or
support. With the right skills, adult
children can navigate changing family
roles, communicate better with the elder
with dementia, manage difficult
behaviors, and help their loved one
maintain the best possible quality of life.
2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 243 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4942-9, $16.95
Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-4625-4971-9, $57.00
Global Certified Accessible ePub

Guilford self-help books are written by recognized
experts and are ideal for client recommendation.
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Most are also available as e-books, giving readers instant access
to trustworthy and practical advice.
Discover more titles: www.guilford.com/selfhelp

20% Off + Free Shipping

Promotional Code FFPS2

New

New

New—

Ideal for Client
Recommendation

COMPANION
WEBSITE

Teaching Self-Compassion
to Teens

What Happens in
Mindfulness

The Extraordinary Gift
of Being Ordinary

Lorraine Hobbs, MA,

Inner Awakening and
Embodied Cognition
John Teasdale, PhD, Cambridge, UK

Finding Happiness
Right Where You Are
Ronald D. Siegel, PsyD,

University of California, San Diego

Niina Tamura, PhD,

University of Heidelberg, Germany

Foreword by Christopher Germer, PhD

Afterword by Daniel J. Siegel, MD

“What an incredible gift to adolescents
and those who work with them! This
book is chock-full of practices that
cultivate not only self-compassion, but
also connection, creativity, and fun.
Teens (and adults) will go back to these
lessons again and again.”
—Christopher Willard, PsyD

Grounded in knowledge about the
unique developmental challenges of
adolescence, this book presents an
innovative approach for teaching
self-compassion to teens and young
adults in clinical, educational, or
community settings. Lorraine Hobbs
and Niina Tamura provide guided
practices, creative exercises, and teaching
strategies adapted from Kristin Neff and
Christopher Germer’s widely disseminated Mindful Self-Compassion
program for adults. Case examples,
sample dialogues, and scripts illutrate
how to set up and run successful groups
that address teen concerns such as
self-criticism, self-esteem, social
comparison, and strong emotions.
2022, 7" x 10" Paperback, 238 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4907-8, $35.00

Foreword by Jon Kabat-Zinn, PhD

“Teasdale, one of the foremost cognitive
scientists in the world, now unravels
the mysteries of mindfulness, and in so
doing lays out nothing less than a new
and different way of living. This book
is ‘must’ reading for clinicians and all
helping professionals who are seeking
to maximize human potential.”
—David H. Barlow, PhD

Well known for applying mindfulness to
the treatment of depression, pioneering
researcher John Teasdale now explores
the broader changes that people can
experience through contemplative
practices. Teasdale describes two types
of knowing that human beings have
evolved—conceptual and holistic–
intuitive—and shows how mindfulness
can achieve a healthier balance between
them. He masterfully describes the
mechanisms by which this shift in
consciousness not only can reduce
emotional suffering, but also can lead
to greater joy and compassion and a
transformed sense of self.
2022, 6" x 9" Hardcover, 268 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4945-0, $38.00
Global Certified Accessible ePub

Harvard Medical School/Cambridge
Health Alliance, MA

“Freeing us from toxic self-criticism and
shame, this powerful book is an opening
into deep self-acceptance, self-worth,
and inner peace. Dr. Siegel’s warmth fills
every page.”
—Rick Hanson, PhD
Why do we judge ourselves so relentlessly? Why do we worry so much about
what others think? This invaluable work
sheds light on the very human habit of
self-evaluation—and explains how to
break it. Psychologist and mindfulness
expert Ronald Siegel presents vivid
stories, practical tools that can be
downloaded and printed for repeated
use, and guided meditations with
accompanying audio downloads.
Readers learn how letting go of the need
to be “better than” can help us build
stronger relationships and get more joy
out of life.
Includes Reproducible Materials
+ Downloadable Audio

2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 286 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-3835-5, $16.95
Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-4625-4854-5, $57.00
Global Certified Accessible ePub

0 Watch an interview between
Drs. Tara Brach and Ronald Siegel:
www.guilford.com/SiegelBrachVideo

Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-4625-4908-5, $85.00
Global Certified Accessible ePub

Most Guilford titles are
available as e-books
directly from our website,
or from major e-book
vendors.

E-books can be found for sale on the title’s product page along with the print edition(s).
All e-books from guilford.com are DRM-free, and you get lifetime access to the e-book, which you
can easily read on all of your devices. Our e-books are fully searchable and have no copy/paste or
print restrictions for personal use. Plus, when you buy an e-book from Guilford, you get access to
all available formats (ePub and PDF) and can also get the print format for only 10% more.
That’s a savings of 45% off the list price for both formats, if bought separately.

Download a
Guilford E-book
in Minutes!
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New Edition—

New

A Major Revision!

Pediatric Neuropsychology

THIRD EDITION
Research, Theory, and Practice
Edited by

Miriam H. Beauchamp, PhD,
University of Montréal

Robin L. Peterson, PhD, ABPP,

Children’s Hospital Colorado and
University of Colorado School of Medicine

M. Douglas Ris, PhD,

Baylor College of Medicine (Emeritus)

H. Gerry Taylor, PhD, ABPP-CN,

Nationwide Children’s Hospital Research
Institute; The Ohio State University

Keith Owen Yeates, PhD, ABPP-CN,
University of Calgary

“Prior editions of this essential work were
groundbreaking, and the third edition is
equally so….This volume will undoubtedly become the primary authoritative
reference for students in clinical settings,
as well as for psychologists wishing to
update their knowledge.”
—Linda Ewing-Cobbs, PhD

Recognized as the definitive reference
and text on the relationship between
brain health and behavior in children
and adolescents, this volume is now in a
third edition with 75% new material,
including major updates throughout
and numerous new chapters. Leading
experts provide a neuropsychological
perspective on medical, neurological,
genetic, and developmental disorders that
are frequently seen in clinical practice.
2022, 7" x 10" Hardcover, 566 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4944-3, $95.00

New—

Ideal for Parent
Recommendation

Treating ADHD in
Children and Adolescents

Straight Talk about
ADHD in Girls

What Every Clinician Needs to Know
Russell A. Barkley, PhD, ABPP, ABCN,

How to Help Your Daughter Thrive
Stephen P. Hinshaw, PhD,

Virginia Commonwealth University
School of Medicine

University of California, Berkeley;
University of California, San Francisco

“A preeminent scientist, educator, and
practitioner, Barkley has drawn on over
50 years of experience to create this
sorely needed resource. In addition to
timely, pragmatic information, the book
provides a wealth of forms, assessment
tools, and fact sheets to copy and use
with parents and school personnel.
Barkley, the ADHD guru, delivers
once again!”
—Lisa Weyandt, PhD

“A user-friendly treasure trove of
information….As a leading expert in this
area for decades, Hinshaw skillfully
navigates many of the controversies and
misunderstandings while offering
families state-of-the-art knowledge.
While written for parents, the book is
also valuable reading for professionals.
Highly recommended!”

This book presents essential principles
and practices for managing ADHD in
children and teens. Barkley interweaves
the best scientific knowledge with
lessons learned from decades of clinical
practice and research. He provides
guidelines and clinical tips for conducting thorough, accurate assessments and
developing and implementing sciencebased treatment plans. The book is
grounded in Barkley’s theory of ADHD
as a disorder of executive functioning
and self-regulation.

This empathic, empowering guide
debunks myths and misconceptions
about ADHD in girls and provides vital
information and parenting strategies.
Pioneering researcher Stephen P.
Hinshaw delivers up-to-date facts on
why symptoms often appear differently
in girls than in boys, how to get an
accurate diagnosis, and what treatments
are most effective. There is so much
pressure on girls to be “perfect;” for
those with ADHD, it feels especially
hard to measure up. Parents learn
concrete steps they can take to manage
their daughter’s behavior and support
her success in school and beyond—while
nurturing her confidence and self-worth.
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—Timothy E. Wilens, MD
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New Edition—

New

Revised &
Expanded!

Neuropsychology
of Everyday Functioning

SECOND EDITION
Edited by Thomas D. Marcotte, PhD,
University of California, San Diego

Maureen Schmitter-Edgecombe, PhD,
Washington State University, Pullman

Igor Grant, MD,

University of California, San Diego

“This updated guide is a ‘must-have’ for
clinical neuropsychologists and other
health professionals interested in the
complex ways that cognition influences
everyday functioning.”
—Steven Paul Woods, PsyD

The go-to resource for assessing and
predicting functional abilities in persons
with brain injury or cognitive decline
has now been revised and expanded
to reflect significant advances in the
field. With a focus on key real-world
capacities—independent living,
vocational functioning, medication
management, and driving—leading
experts explore how individuals go
about their daily lives, where and
why disruptions occur, and potential
opportunities for improving function.
Strategies for direct assessment
are reviewed, from standard neuropsychological tests to multimodal
approaches and technology-based tools.
2022, 7" x 10" Hardcover, 598 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4888-0, $95.00

Validity Assessment in
Clinical Neuropsychological
Practice
Evaluating and Managing
Noncredible Performance
Edited by Ryan W. Schroeder, PsyD
Phillip K. Martin, PhD, ABPP-CN
—both at University of Kansas
School of Medicine–Wichita

“To say that this book fills a void in
clinical neuropsychology would be an
understatement. The reader comes away
with an appreciation of the importance
of validity assessment across all settings
in which clinical neuropsychologists
work. I am hard pressed to think of any
context or patient group that is not
addressed. Schroeder and Martin are
leaders in validity assessment in clinical
settings, and the chapter authors include
many of the best-known scientists and
practitioners in this area.”
—Robert L. Heilbronner, PhD

Practical and comprehensive, this is the
first book to focus on noncredible
performance in clinical contexts. Experts
in the field discuss the varied causes of
invalidity, describe how to efficiently
incorporate validity tests into clinical
evaluations, and provide direction on
how to proceed when noncredible
responding is detected.
2022, 7" x 10" Hardcover, 478 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4249-9, $85.00

Assessment of Feigned
Cognitive Impairment

SECOND EDITION
A Neuropsychological Perspective
Edited by Kyle Brauer Boone, PhD,
private practice, Torrance, CA;
University of California, Los Angeles

“Boone has delivered a single, invaluable
resource for cutting-edge information
about assessing feigned cognitive
impairment. In the second edition of
this essential resource, a dream team
of contributors survey the literature in
this burgeoning field.”
—Yossef S. Ben-Porath, PhD

Leading authorities synthesize the state
of the science on symptom feigning in
cognitive testing and present evidencebased recommendations for
distinguishing between credible and
noncredible performance. A wide range
of performance validity tests (PVTs) and
symptom validity tests (SVTs) are
critically reviewed and guidelines
provided for applying them across
differing cognitive domains and medical,
neurological, and psychiatric conditions.
The book also covers validity testing in
forensic settings and with particular
populations, such as ethnic and
linguistic minority group members.
2021, 7" x 10" Hardcover, 710 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4555-1, $110.00

Global Certified Accessible ePub

DISCOVER MORE TITLES ON
NEUROPSYCHOLOGY & NEUROSCIENCE
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New in Paperback

Handbook of Personality

FOURTH EDITION
Theory and Research
Edited by Oliver P. John, PhD and Richard W. Robins, PhD
“The Handbook of Personality has been the go-to reference for summaries of cutting-edge personality
science for decades. The fourth edition brings together a range of researchers to cover all of the
important topics….An indispensable resource for students and scholars of personality psychology.”
—Christopher J. Hopwood, PhD

2022, 7" x 10" Paperback, 942 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5048-7, $55.00
Hardcover (2021):
ISBN 978-1-4625-4495-0, $125.00


 Global Certified Accessible ePub

ABOUT THE EDITORS
Oliver P. John, PhD, is Professor of
Psychology and Research Psychologist
at the Institute of Personality and Social
Research at the University of California,
Berkeley.
Richard W. Robins, PhD, is Professor of
Psychology at the University of California,
Davis, where he is Director of the Personality,
Self, and Emotions Laboratory; Director
of the California Families Project; and a
member of the core faculty for the National
Institute of Mental Health Training Program
in Affective Science.

“The study of personality is the study of the person in context—and requires psychologists to
integrate the contributions of disciplines as disparate as genetics, biology, mathematics, sociology,
and economics. This handbook is a powerful example of the breadth of the field. The contributions
of over 75 leading scholars are organized into one volume. This fourth edition will be required
reading for graduate students and will help scholars continue to integrate the diverse approaches
to personality.”
—William Revelle, PhD

I

n this definitive reference and text, prominent researchers describe major theories and review
cutting-edge findings. The volume explores the biological, developmental, cognitive, affective,
and social dimensions of personality. It addresses the connections between personality and clinical
concerns, including subjective well-being, psychopathology, personality disorders, and health. The
concluding section showcases emerging issues and new directions in the field.
N E W TO T H IS EDIT IO N

s Expanded coverage of personality develop-

ment, with chapters on the overall life course,
middle childhood, adolescence, and early
adulthood.
s Three new chapters on affective processes,
plus chapters on narcissism, neurobiology,
achievement motivation, cognitive
approaches, and other new topics.

s Section on cutting-edge issues: personality

interventions, personality manifestations
in everyday life, geographical variation in
personality, self-knowledge, and the links
between personality and economics.
s Added breadth and accessibility—
42 more concise chapters, compared
to 32 in the prior edition.

New

The Self Explained
Why and How We Become Who We Are
Roy F. Baumeister, PhD, Florida State University (Emeritus);
University of Queensland, Australia (Emeritus)

“Not since William James has anyone contributed more to the study of the self than Roy Baumeister.
Trenchant and insightful, this book integrates an enormously broad and interdisciplinary literature
to offer a novel take on what makes us who we are.”
—Steven J. Heine, PhD



 Global Certified Accessible ePub

From pioneering researcher Roy F. Baumeister, this volume synthesizes a vast body of knowledge to
provide a panoramic view of the human self—how it develops and functions, why it exists, and what
problems it encounters on the journey through life. What are the benefits of self-knowledge, and
how attainable is it? Do we have one self, or many? What is the relationship of self and society? In 28
concise chapters, Baumeister explains complex concepts with clarity and insight. He reveals the
central role played by the self in enabling both individuals and cultures to thrive.
2022, 6" x 9" Hardcover, 420 Pages, ISBN 978-1-4625-4928-3, $45.00
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New in Paperback

Handbook of Wise Interventions
How Social Psychology Can Help People Change
Edited by Gregory M. Walton, PhD and Alia J. Crum, PhD
“In the last decade, researchers from across psychology have been developing and testing a new
generation of theory-guided brief interventions that are changing behaviors of hundreds of people
at a time….From leading researchers in the field, this is the kind of book that has the potential
to change the lives of undergraduates, graduate students, and even faculty who yearn to make a
difference in the world and who also want to discover new insights about people, institutions,
and culture.”
—James W. Pennebaker, PhD
“This volume highlights innovative interventions and provides behind-the-scenes commentary from
their developers. It is indispensable for anyone who wants to use psychological science to change
behavior for the better.”
—Angela Duckworth, PhD
“This book is particularly useful in terms of teaching about and critically evaluating the value of
psychology in the real world….Instructors using this book as a text might organize their course
around domains (for example, units on health, education, relationships) or psychological concepts
(for example, belonging and groups, implicit theories, reappraisal).”
—Kody Manke, PhD

S

mall changes in how people make sense of themselves, others, and social situations can have
large consequences. This compelling handbook synthesizes the growing body of research on
wise interventions—brief, nonclinical strategies that are “wise” to the impact of social-psychological
processes on behavior. Leading authorities describe ways in which maladaptive or pejorative interpretations can undermine functioning and how they can be altered to improve the course of people’s
lives. The volume showcases numerous time- and cost-effective approaches related to academic
motivation and achievement, health and well-being, and personal relationships.

November 3, 2022
65⁄8" x 911⁄16" Paperback, 474 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5100-2, $35.00
Hardcover (2021):
ISBN 978-1-4625-4383-0, $57.00
($85.00 as of 11/3/22)

ABOUT THE EDITORS

CONTENTS
		Introduction, Walton & Crum
I. Education
1. A Growth Mindset about Intelligence,
Dweck & Yeager
2. The Social-Belonging Intervention,
Walton & Brady
3. Self-Affirmation Interventions,
Sherman, Lokhande, Müller, & Cohen
4. The Utility-Value Intervention,
Hulleman & Harackiewicz
5. Difference-Education,
Stephens, Hamedani, & Townsend
6. The Pathways Intervention as a Model
to Design Broader Systems of Equitable
Student Support, Destin & Hernandez
7. The Strategic Resource Use Intervention, Chen
II. Health and Well-Being
8. Happiness Interventions, Layous
9. The Stress-Mindset Intervention,
Crum, Handley-Miner, & Smith

10. Stress Reappraisal Interventions,
Jamieson & Hangen
11. Values-Alignment Interventions, Bryan
12. The Taste-Focused-Labeling Intervention,
Turnwald & Crum
III. Conflict and Relationships
13. The Incremental Theory of Personality
Intervention, Yeager & Lee
14. The Empathic-Discipline Intervention,
Okonofua & Ruiz
15. The Group-Malleability Intervention,
Goldenberg, Gross, & Halperin
16. The Couples Activity for Reappraising Emotions
Intervention, Slotter & Luchies
17. The Abstract Reframing Intervention, Marigold
IV. Sustainability
18. The Social Norms Approach,
Nolan, Schultz, Cialdini, & Goldstein
19. Dynamic Norm Interventions, Sparkman

Gregory M. Walton, PhD,
is Associate Professor of
Psychology and the Michael
Forman University Fellow in
Undergraduate Education at
Stanford University.
Alia J. Crum, PhD, is
Assistant Professor of
Psychology at Stanford
University and Primary
Investigator of the Stanford
Mind and Body Lab.

Contributor Details: www.guilford.com/p/walton
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New Edition—Revised & Expanded!

Becoming a Therapist, SECOND EDITION

What Do I Say, and Why?
Suzanne Bender, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School
Edward Messner, MD
Foreword by Nhi-Ha Trinh, MD, MPH

“For years, I’ve recommended Becoming a Therapist to trainees seeking a thoughtful, accessible
approach to learning psychotherapy, as well as to faculty supervising them….Reading this book is
like conversing with the authors about a range of everyday tricky situations in clinical practice, and
leaving with a treasure trove of ideas, scripts, tools, and further resources to try out.”
—Donna T. Chen, MD, MPH

R

Includes Reproducible Forms

2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 472 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4946-7, $38.00
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4948-1, $88.00
Free For Adoption
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/bender


FREE

 Global Certified Accessible ePub
0 Watch Suzanne Bender give
expert advice to new therapists:
www.guilford.com/BenderVideo

evised and expanded for the digital age, this trusted guidebook and text helps novice psychotherapists of any orientation bridge the gap between coursework and clinical practice. It offers
a window into what works and what doesn’t work in interactions with patients, the ins and outs of
the therapeutic relationship, and how to manage common clinical dilemmas. Featuring rich case
examples, the book speaks directly to the questions, concerns, and insecurities of novice clinicians.
Reproducible forms to aid in treatment planning can be downloaded and printed in a convenient
81⁄2" x 11" size.
N E W TO T H IS EDIT IO N: s Reflects two decades of technological changes—covers how
to develop email and texting policies, navigate social media, use electronic medical records, and
optimize teletherapy. s New chapters on professional development and on managing the impact
of therapist life events (pregnancy and parental leave, vacations, medical issues). s Instructive
discussion of systemic racism, cultural humility, and implicit bias. s Significantly revised chapter
on substance use disorders, with a focus on motivational interviewing techniques. s Reproducible/
downloadable Therapist Tools.

New Edition—A Major Revision!

Handbook of Psychotherapy Case Formulation

THIRD EDITION
Edited by Tracy D. Eells, PhD, University of Louisville

“Each chapter lays out ways that clinicians can methodically engage clients while building hypotheses
for treatment planning. Students and practicing clinicians can improve their practice processes and
outcomes after reading this vital practice text.”
—Jemel P. Aguilar, PhD

N
2022, 61⁄8" x 91⁄4" Paperback, 498 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4899-6, $45.00
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4900-9, $95.00
Free For Adoption
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/eells
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20% OFF +
18

FREE

FREE SHIPPING!

ow in a significantly revised third edition featuring 60% new material, this is the authoritative clinical reference and course text on a crucial psychotherapy skill. Leading practitioners of
major psychotherapies describe step by step how to construct sound case formulations and use them
to guide individualized treatment. Following a standard format, chapters cover the historical background of each case formulation approach, its conceptual framework and evidence base, multicultural
considerations, steps in implementation, application to treatment planning and practice, and training
resources. Rich case material includes examples of completed formulations.

N E W TO T H IS EDIT IO N: s Chapters on additional models: mindfulness-based cognitive
therapy, acceptance and commitment therapy, couple therapy, and thematic mapping. s Chapters
on specific approaches for personality disorders, suicidality, and panic disorder. s Expanded case
examples now go beyond crafting the initial formulation to show how it shapes the entire course
of therapy. s Prior-edition chapters are all updated or rewritten to reflect 15 years of advances in
research, clinical practice, and training.

Order at www.guilford.com with promotional code FFPS2
Or Order: Toll-Free: (800) 365-7006 • Email: orders@guilford.com

Essential Texts

FREE

s Bestselling
Clinical Guide
and Text
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s Bestseller

s Bestselling
Clinical Guide
and Text

150,000
In Print

Clinical Handbook of
Psychological Disorders

SIXTH EDITION
A Step-by-Step Treatment Manual
Edited by David H. Barlow, PhD, ABPP,
Boston University (Emeritus)

“In its sixth edition, this handbook
continues to be the single best teaching
text on evidence-based practices in
mental health. I use this book as a
primary text and resource in my
Advanced Clinical Practice class and
my students rarely resell it—they take
it with them when they graduate to
save as a clinical reference. The chapter
organization makes the book ideal for
teaching beginning clinicians.”
—André Ivanoff, PhD

This is the leading text on evidence-based
treatments for frequently encountered
mental health problems. Each chapter
provides state-of-the-art information on
the disorder at hand, explains the
conceptual and empirical bases of
intervention, and addresses the most
pressing question asked by students and
practitioners—“How do I do it?” The
sixth edition features new chapters on
“process-based therapy,” transdiagnostic
treatment of self-injurious thoughts and
behaviors, and chronic pain; and existing
chapters have been thoroughly revised to
incorporate the latest empirical findings
and clinical practices.
2021, 73⁄8" x 91⁄4" Hardcover, 822 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4704-3, $85.00

FREE

40,000
In Print

Effective Psychotherapists
Clinical Skills That Improve
Client Outcomes
William R. Miller, PhD,

University of New Mexico (Emeritus)

Theresa B. Moyers, PhD,
University of New Mexico

“Discussing the most crucial skills that
therapists need to learn, this is a
clinically focused presentation with a
solid scientific basis. To top it off, Miller
and Moyers discuss how the skills should
be taught and learned through deliberate
practice. This is an invaluable read for
any practicing therapist and essential for
all trainees. It is a solid supplemental text
for a counseling theories course or
primary text for a course on basic clinical
skills.”
—Bruce E. Wampold, PhD
This instructive book identifies specific
interpersonal skills and attitudes—often
overlooked in clinical training—that
facilitate better client outcomes across a
broad range of treatment methods and
contexts. Reviewing 70 years of
psychotherapy research, the preeminent
authors show that empathy, acceptance,
warmth, focus, and other characteristics
of effective therapists are both measurable and teachable.
2021, 6" x 9" Paperback, 213 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4689-3, $30.00

FREE

Free For Adoption
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/miller12

Global Certified Accessible ePub
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Essential Psychotherapies

FOURTH EDITION
Theory and Practice
Edited by Stanley B. Messer, PhD,
Rutgers, The State University of
New Jersey (Emeritus)

Nadine J. Kaslow, PhD, ABPP,
Emory University

“Contributors describe the theory,
research, and practice of each psychotherapy with extraordinary depth and
forward-thinking clarity….I strongly
recommend this text as truly essential to
preparing the next generation of mental
health providers in any discipline.
Students will go back to the book again
and again, and each time will find their
thinking about psychotherapy deepened
and refined.” —Jennifer L. Callahan, PhD
Acclaimed for its clear writing and stellar
contributors, this authoritative text
explains the history, assessment approach,
techniques, and research base of each of
the 12 most important psychotherapies
practiced today, along with its foundational ideas about personality and
psychological health and dysfunction.
The consistent chapter format facilitates
comparison among the various
approaches. Every chapter includes
engaging clinical vignettes and an
extended case example that bring key
concepts to life, as well as suggested
resources for further learning.
2020, 7" x 10" Paperback, 500 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4084-6, $47.00

FREE

PREVIEW ALL GUILFORD BOOKS ONLINE • Visit www.guilford.com/google where you can search
across all books, or within a single book, to find a keyword, excerpt, or author.
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Essential Texts

s Bestselling Clinical Guide and Text

New

Psychopathology

Emotional Development
across the Lifespan

SECOND EDITION
From Science to Clinical Practice
Edited by Louis G. Castonguay, PhD
Thomas F. Oltmanns, PhD
Abigail Powers Lott, PhD

“The editors have assembled a broad
team of experts who address basic
research on psychopathology and its
translation into evidence-based practice
in each chapter. The book provides
graduate students with an ‘all-in-one’
package that will foster their development as clinical scientists.”
—Joanne Davila, PhD

Linda A. Camras, PhD

2021 • 477 Pages
7" x 10" Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-4625-4761-6
$65.00
Free For Adoption
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/castonguay

Free For Adoption
Consideration

FREE

www.guilford.com/p/camras

The Therapist’s Guide
to Psychopharmacology

THIRD EDITION
Working with Patients, Families,
and Physicians to Optimize Care
JoEllen Patterson, PhD, LMFT
James L. Griffith, MD
Todd M. Edwards, PhD, LMFT

Doing Family Therapy

FOURTH EDITION
Craft and Creativity in Clinical Practice
Robert Taibbi, LCSW

Global Certified Accessible ePub

2022 • 392 Pages
6" x 9" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-4976-4
$45.00

New

s New Edition of a Bestselling
Clinical Guide and Text

—Tiffany Wilson, PhD, LCMHC

—Susan B. Campbell, PhD

FREE

Global Certified Accessible ePub

“Taibbi’s wisdom and ingenuity is on full
display in this fourth edition. He
eloquently and pragmatically provides
the knowledge needed to effectively
work with diverse families experiencing
varying issues. This is an excellent book
for graduate students.”

“I am not aware of any other book that
begins in infancy and ends in old age
while also addressing the multiple
biological, social, and cultural influences on emotion expression, emotion
knowledge, and emotion regulation….
This comprehensive volume will be
relevant to faculty and graduate
students in developmental, lifespan,
and clinical psychology.”

2022 • 354 Pages
6" x 9" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-4921-4
$40.00
Free For Adoption
Consideration

FREE

“The third edition of this guide provides
everything you need to know about
medications’ effects on the brain and
behavior when used in conjunction
with behavioral interventions for
common psychiatric disorders.”
—Susan H. McDaniel, PhD

2021 • 308 Pages
6" x 9" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-4766-1
$35.00
Free For Adoption
Consideration

FREE
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s Bestselling Clinical Guide and Text

Clinician’s Thesaurus

Handbook of Assessment
and Treatment Planning for
Psychological Disorders

8TH EDITION
The Guide to Conducting Interviews
and Writing Psychological Reports
Edward L. Zuckerman, PhD

THIRD EDITION
Edited by Martin M. Antony, PhD
David H. Barlow, PhD

“Chapters are uniformly clear, and
provide clinicians, trainers, students,
and researchers with practical, comprehensive guidance. Throughout the
book, it is made clear that assessment
is not a one-off event performed at the
beginning of therapy, but instead is
seamlessly interwoven into treatment,
with regular assessment and monitoring
to help inform therapeutic decision
making.”
—Roz Shafran, PhD
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2020 • 638 Pages
7" x 10" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-4488-2
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FREE
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“This book not only offers one of the
best ways for a new clinician to become
immersed in the lexicon of the mental
health profession, but is also the
definitive resource for writing reports.
It is an ideal text for graduate courses
focusing on assessment, diagnosis,
report writing, forensic reporting, and
treatment planning.”
—Sean D. Davis, PhD, LMFT

2019 • 400 Pages
8" x 101⁄2" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-3880-5
$57.00
Free For Adoption
Consideration

FREE
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Research Methods
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New Edition—A Major Revision!

s New Edition of a Bestselling Text
and Reference—Revised & Updated!

Applied Missing
Data Analysis

Writing a Proposal for
Your Dissertation

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION
Guidelines and Examples

Craig K. Enders, PhD, University
of California, Los Angeles

Steven R. Terrell, PhD, Nova

Southeastern University (Emeritus)

“A good book for students who have
taken a comprehensive research methods
course and are now embarking on their
own original research project. The second
edition provides a wider array of
examples from a number of disciplines,
as well as expanded information on
purpose statements and writing the
review of literature.”
—Katherine K. Rose, PhD

2022 • 320 Pages
7" x 10" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-5023-4
$35.00
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-5025-8
$85.00
Free For Adoption
Consideration

SECOND EDITION
Quantitative, Qualitative,
Mixed Methods, Arts-Based, and
Community-Based Participatory
Research Approaches

—Johnny Saldaña, MFA

The most user-friendly and authoritative resource on missing data has
been completely revised to make room for the latest developments
that make handling missing data more effective. The second edition
includes new methods based on factored regressions, newer modelbased imputation strategies, and innovations in Bayesian analysis.

An Introductory
Guide to R

Research Design

“Provides elegant, accessible writing and
pragmatic content....Leavy is an
internationally renowned author who
offers undergraduates and graduate
students expert guidance.”

—Sonya K. Sterba, PhD

New

s New Edition of a Bestselling Text
and Reference—Revised & Expanded!

sociologist, Kennebunk, ME

“Thorough, cutting-edge, and far and
away the clearest text available on
missing data analysis. Written by a
world-renowned expert who is a gifted
2022 • 546 Pages
7" x 10" Hardcover
instructor, this book is accessible enough
ISBN 978-1-4625-4986-3
for applied researchers with introductory
$75.00
statistics and regression knowledge, is an
outstanding text for a missing data
course, or can be used to fill gaps in methodologists’
understanding of the notoriously opaque missing data literature.”

FREE

www.guilford.com/p/terrell2

The encouraging book that has guided thousands of students step
by step through crafting a strong dissertation proposal is now in a
thoroughly revised second edition. It includes new guidance for
developing methodology-specific problem statements, an expanded
discussion of the literature review, coverage of the four-chapter
dissertation model, and more.

Patricia Leavy, PhD, independent

COMPANION
WEBSITE

Easing the Learning Curve
Eric L. Einspruch, PhD,

ELE Consulting, Lake Oswego, OR

COMPANION
WEBSITE

November 9, 2022
323 Pages • 7" x 10" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-4897-2
$50.00
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-5088-3
$110.00
Free For Adoption

With a new chapter on the literature
Consideration FREE
www.guilford.com/p/leavy2
review, this accessible step-by-step guide
to using the five major approaches to
research design is now in a thoroughly revised second edition.
The prior edition’s user-friendly features are augmented by a new
companion website with worksheets keyed to each chapter. For
each approach, the text presents a template for a research proposal
and explains how to conceptualize and fill in every section.

“This is a very useful book for faculty,
undergraduates, or graduate students….
Einspruch does a great job of describing
the many different ‘data-cleaning’ tasks
that are often required prior to more
complex analyses. I also like the
instructions for producing R Markdown
files.”
—Katerina M. Marcoulides, PhD

2022 • 196 Pages
73⁄8" x 91⁄4" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-4988-7
$35.00
Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4989-4
$85.00

A friendly, straightforward guide that
does not assume knowledge of programming, this book helps new R users hit the ground running.
Eric L. Einspruch provides an overview of the software and
shows how to download and install R, RStudio, and R packages.
Featuring example code, screenshots, tips, learning exercises,
and worked-through examples of statistical techniques, the book
demonstrates the capabilities and nuances of these powerful free
statistical analysis and data visualization tools.

Discover Guilford’s Research Methods Program
You will find books on such essential topics as research design, program
evaluation, measurement, statistical methods and analysis, design selection,
arts-based research and other qualitative methods, and more.
www.guilford.com/d/research
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Bestsellers

s The Groundbreaking Skills Training Program from Marsha Linehan—

DBT Skills Training Manual, SECOND EDITION &
DBT Skills Training Handouts and Worksheets,

1,000,000
In Print

SECOND EDITION

Marsha M. Linehan, PhD, University of Washington; developer of DBT

COMPANION
WEBSITE

“These outstanding second editions will stand as the authoritative guides for teaching
DBT skills, partnering with clients to build lives worth living, and helping us to
address our national and international priorities of saving millions of lives lost to
suicide worldwide. These ‘must-have’ books belong on the shelves of every clinician
and will be valuable course texts.”
—Joan Rosenbaum Asarnow, PhD
Large, Easy-to-Reproduce Format
+ Downloadable Materials

SPECIAL
OFFER

2015 • 422 Pages
81⁄2" x 11" Wire-Bound Paperback
ISBN 978-1-57230-781-0, $40.00

DBT Skills Training Manual, Second Edition, provides vital information for implementing DBT skills training and provides online
access to more than 225 reproducible handouts and worksheets, along with extensive reproducible teaching notes. DBT Skills
Training Handouts and Worksheets, Second Edition, compiles the handouts and worksheets plus brief introductions to each
module in a convenient spiral-bound volume ideal for client assignment. Order both items for $74.95, instead of $102.00 if
bought separately! Online: www.guilford.com/package/LINEHAN2 • Phone/Mail: Cat. #LINEHAN2

Attachment Theory
in Practice

Cognitive Behavior Therapy

THIRD EDITION
Basics and Beyond
Judith S. Beck, PhD

Emotionally Focused Therapy (EFT)
with Individuals, Couples, and Families
Susan M. Johnson, EdD

“A lucid treatise on psychotherapy that
will prove useful to students as well as
experienced practitioners. Drawing
deftly from the wisdom of such
pioneers as John Bowlby, Carl Rogers,
and Harry Stack Sullivan—and
from significant empirical research
in emotional and interpersonal
phenomena—Johnson has written
an outstanding work.” —Irvin Yalom, MD

Building Motivational
Interviewing Skills

SECOND EDITION
A Practitioner Workbook
David B. Rosengren, PhD

COMPANION
WEBSITE

250,000
In Print

Foreword by Aaron T. Beck, MD

2019 • 278 Pages
6" x 9" Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-4625-3824-9
$37.00

“My students regularly comment that
Beck’s book is their favorite of all the
texts in our course....Any student of
psychology can pick up the third
edition and get a full understanding
of the nature, scope, structure,
and strengths of CBT.”
—Laird Bridgman, PsyD
Downloadable Worksheets,
Videos, & Other Resources Available
at the Companion Website

Global Certified Accessible ePub

2021 • 414 Pages
6" x 9" Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-4625-4419-6
$62.00
Free For Adoption
Consideration

FREE

www.guilford.com/p/beck4

Global Certified Accessible ePub

Cognitive Processing
Therapy for PTSD

85,000
In Print

“Drawing on his wisdom and experience
as a practitioner and trainer, Rosengren
offers valuable information, tests to
check your understanding of motivational interviewing (MI), and
innovative exercises to build skills and
implement strategies. This book offers
a pathway to becoming competent
and skilled in MI.”
—Carlo C. DiClemente, PhD
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2015 • 504 Pages
81⁄2" x 11" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-1699-5, $62.00

A Comprehensive Manual
Patricia A. Resick, PhD
Candice M. Monson, PhD
Kathleen M. Chard, PhD

COMPANION
WEBSITE

2017 • 513 Pages
8" x 101⁄2" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-3206-3
$52.00
Large, Easy-toReproduce Format
+ Downloadable
Materials

20% Off and Free Shipping • www.guilford.com • Promotional Code FFPS2

“Experienced and new clinicians will
find this book an unparalleled guide
for delivering every step of cognitive
processing therapy (CPT). This is one
of the most detailed and practical
PTSD treatment guides available.”
—Richard A. Bryant, PhD

2017 • 312 Pages
8" x 101⁄2" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-2864-6
$42.00
Large, Easy-toReproduce Format
+ Downloadable
Materials

20% Off + Free Shipping

Promotional Code FFPS2

SPECIAL OFFERS

New Edition—Revised & Updated!

Insider’s Guide to Graduate
Programs in Clinical and
Counseling Psychology

Add the
E-book

2022/2023 EDITION
John C. Norcross, PhD, ABPP,
University of Scranton

Michael A. Sayette, PhD,
University of Pittsburgh

150,000
In Print

“The Insider’s Guide answered all my
questions and more, providing a
well-researched and comprehensive
system for building a strong application.”

Only at www.guilford.com:
Buy any published print book and get the
e-book for only 10% of the print list price
Guilford E-books: • Come in Multiple Formats
• DRM-Free • Lifetime Access
www.guilford.com/e-books

BOOK

2022 • 462 Pages
81⁄2" x 11" Paperback
ISBN 978-1-4625-4847-7
$29.95

—Alexander Jusdanis,
doctoral program applicant

$10 SALE

Visit Guilford’s $10 Book Sale to
find a selection of titles in various
fields for only $10 each!
www.guilford.com/book-sale

MENTAL HEALTH AND EDUCATION RESOURCES
Visit our Mental Health and Education Resources
Page for a wide range of audio, print, and video
resources from our books, plus tips and
news stories featuring Guilford authors.

The definitive guide for prospective graduate students in clinical
and counseling psychology has now been revised and updated for
2022/2023, with all-new data on more than 300 doctoral programs.
This is the book that students rely on for finding the programs that
meet their needs and maximizing their chances of getting in.

www.guilford.com/MHE-resources

Find more special offers at www.guilford.com/offers

O R D E R I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
Promotional Code

FFPS2

FREE

20% Off +
Free Shipping!

Expiration Date: 12/31/2022

FOUR EASY WAYS TO ORDER!

Be sure to use the above promotional code when you order to
receive 20% off & free shipping in the U.S. and Canada.
1 Online: www.guilford.com
2 Toll-Free: (800) 365-7006
3 Email: orders@guilford.com
4 Download and print an order form which you can use to mail

your order: www.guilford.com/orderform

Satisfaction Guaranteed
30-Day No-Risk/Full-Return Privilege • You may return Guilford books
(undamaged) within 30 days of receipt for a full refund.

Request a Catalog
View and print more subject catalogs at www.guilford.com/request-catalogs
The prices displayed in this brochure are suggested retail prices for
the book that we believe to be charged by retailers, and are valid in the
U.S. and Canada. The 20% discount offered in this brochure will be applied
to the suggested retail prices of a book when you order directly from
Guilford with promotional code FFPS2. Similarly, special offers are valid
in the U.S. and Canada only.

Course Copies for Professors

Titles marked with this symbol in this brochure and on our
website are available Free For Adoption Consideration (FFAC). Most
other titles are available for 60-Day Examination.
For both Free and Exam copies, submit your requests:
www.guilford.com/professors • Email: orders@guilford.com
Toll-Free: (800) 365-7006
Print copies: Your request must be received from an academic
email address. Exam copies will be shipped with an invoice that
will be canceled if: (a) within 60 days of receipt, you inform us
that an adoption order for 10 or more copies has been placed by
your university or bookstore, or (b) you email us the syllabus for
your upcoming class that features the book as required reading,
or (c) you return the book (a postage-paid return label valid in
the U.S. is provided). Otherwise, we will assume that you are
keeping the book for your personal use, and we will expect
payment at the discount offered in this brochure.
E-books: Most FFAC titles in this brochure are also available
as free e-books. No more waiting for a print copy to arrive in
the mail! FFAC e-books are provided as PDF files that are
paginated and formatted just like the printed book, and
can be downloaded to a variety of devices. Just go to
the book’s page at www.guilford.com and click on “download
an e-book” if that option is available. You can request
a print desk copy after adopting the book for your course.
Visit www.guilford.com/professors for details.
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